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ABSTRACT
Attributing a dollar value to a keyword is an essential part of
running any profitable search engine advertising campaign.
When an advertiser has complete control over the interac-
tion with and monetization of each user arriving on a given
keyword, the value of that term can be accurately tracked.
However, in many instances, the advertiser may monetize
arrivals indirectly through one or more third parties. In
such cases, it is typical for the third party to provide only
coarse-grained reporting: rather than report each moneti-
zation event, users are aggregated into larger channels and
the third party reports aggregate information such as total
daily revenue for each channel. Examples of third parties
that use channels include Amazon and Google AdSense.
In such scenarios, the number of channels is generally
much smaller than the number of keywords whose value
per click (VPC) we wish to learn. However, the adver-
tiser has flexibility as to how to assign keywords to chan-
nels over time. We introduce the channelization problem:
how do we adaptively assign keywords to channels over the
course of multiple days to quickly obtain accurate VPC es-
timates of all keywords? We relate this problem to clas-
sical results in weighing design, devise new adaptive algo-
rithms for this problem, and quantify the performance of
these algorithms experimentally. Our results demonstrate
that adaptive weighing designs that exploit statistics of term
frequency, variability in VPCs across keywords, and flexible
channel assignments over time provide the best estimators
of keyword VPCs.
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1. INTRODUCTION
With the advent of web advertising, a profitable new busi-
ness model has emerged which is based on purchasing tra c
through online keyword auctions. The advertiser hopes that
in expectation, the arriving users he has paid for will mone-
tize (i.e. take an action of monetary value once they arrive
at his website), providing revenue in excess of cost. For ex-
ample, monetization could come in the form of a purchase,
the filling out of a saleable lead form, or the clicking of a
revenue-generating ad on the advertiser’s website. Any such
revenue-producing action is commonly referred to as a con-
version. With keyword auctions, when the user clicks on an
ad, the advertiser is charged. The basic mechanisms of key-
word auctions have been the subject of a number of works;
for more background, see for example [1, 2, 5, 7, 10, 14].
Our problem is motivated by the real-world scenario in
which the product or ad inventory is indirectly supplied by
a third-party. Consider this funnel: a user performs a query
on a search engine and clicks on an ad for Advertiser A.
The ad directs the user to Advertiser A’s website who is
billed for the click. The advertiser in turn is a liated with
a third-party supplier such as Amazon.com1 who provides
relevant product inventory. If the user eventually purchases
something, the order is – transparently to the user – ful-
filled by Amazon.com and the proceeds are split between
the advertiser and the supplier.
Another common scenario, known in the industry as ad-
arbitrage, involves Advertiser B showing a new set of ads
to incoming visitors. When the visitor clicks on an ad at
Advertiser B’s website, where ads are again usually supplied
by a third-party such as the Google and Yahoo Publisher
Networks2, the advertiser receives some compensation. For
1Information on Amazon’s a liate program can currently
be found at https://affiliate-program.amazon.com/gp/
associates/join/landing/main.html. Google also has an
a liate program, with information at http://www.google.
com/ads/affiliatenetwork/.
2Information on Yahoo’s publisher network can currently be
found at http://publisher.yahoo.com/, and information
more background on advertiser networks, see for example
[4, 12]. While pure arbitrage of this sort often has negative
connotations, there are many examples of sites that o↵er ads
alongside additional beneficial information to the user and
monetize tra c in this way.
In both of these cases it is essential for the profit-maximizing
advertiser to determine how many visitors arrived on a given
keyword, how often they converted, and what the aggregate
value of conversions on each keyword was. The advertiser
needs this information to calibrate keyword bids to run a
profitable campaign.
Unfortunately, third-party associates are often unmoti-
vated (or unable) to provide such complete data. In an
extreme case the third-party may only supply the advertiser
with an aggregate daily report listing the number of arrivals,
the number of conversions, and their total value, with no
breakdown by keyword. More commonly though, the adver-
tiser is given some flexibility: each visitor can be assigned to
one of a limited number of channels. Then, the third-party
supplies the advertiser with a revenue report broken down
by channel, typically on a daily basis. The motivation for
providing channels is to allow the advertiser to measure the
monetization potential of di↵erent pages on his site. Con-
sider for example the case where the website is broken down
into pages by product. Each page could be associated with
a channel allowing the advertiser to know how well it per-
forms. Channels can also be useful for multivariate testing:
the website owner may wish to try various designs for his
website and measure the performance of each to eventually
select the best. This can be achieved by associating each
design with a channel.
The number of channels available to an advertiser is com-
monly in the range of tens to hundreds. This is usually
enough to support the motivations above, but not enough
to measure the VPC of each keyword in a straightforward
manner by mapping each keyword to its own channel on a
daily basis, as the number of keywords in even a moder-
ately sized ad campaign can dwarf the number of available
channels.
Still, given the availability of channels, it is natural to
ask how they can be used to e ciently obtain keyword-level
estimates of VPC. An obvious solution is to use the chan-
nels over multiple days, assigning (or “weighing”) one key-
word per channel per day, until we get a su cient number
of measurements per keyword to make a suitable estimate
of its VPC (or “weight”).
We demonstrate that one can do much better than this
na¨ıve approach. A starting point can be found in classi-
cal results in experimental design, notably that initiated
by Hotelling [9], that demonstrate the power of conduct-
ing carefully constructed weighings of groups of objects, or
weighing designs, leading to systems of equations that can
be solved for lower-variance estimates of individual object
weights. Our work extends this to the notion of an adaptive
design, where the results from previous weighings inform
the subsequent weighing (channel assignment). We demon-
strate that the power of adaptivity can be most e↵ectively
harnessed in improving overall estimates when used in con-
junction with keywords whose values and search frequencies
are themselves highly variable, as is the case in the search
advertising context.
on Google’s Adsense network can be found at https://www.
google.com/adsense/login/en_US/.
2. PROBLEMSTATEMENT, BACKGROUND,
AND INTUITION
2.1 Definitions and Notation
We associate each keyword with two key attributes for the
advertiser, a value per click (VPC), and a rate at which clicks
arrive on this keyword. We model each of these attributes
by a distribution: Vi is the distribution of keyword i’s daily
VPC, while Ci is the distribution of the number of daily
received clicks on keyword i (where “day” should be thought
to represent any appropriate time period). On day t keyword
i receives cit = Ci(t) clicks with a VPC of vit = Vi(t), where
vit is distributed as Vi and cit is distributed as Ci. In this
work we generally assume the distributions are stationary
and the realizations of the random variables are independent
across days and among all vit and cit values, although one
can imagine more complex distribution models.
Generally we take Vi ⇠ N(µi, 2i ) and Ci ⇠ N(⌫i, ⌧2i );
that is, the distributions are taken to be normal. Again
one could consider other models; we o↵er some justification
below. Here the µi, ⌫i, i, and ⌧i can themselves be random
variables, taken from some appropriate distribution. In our
examples we take µi and ⌫i to be taken from a heavy-tailed
distribution. The motivation for using skewed distributions
of this sort in advertising campaigns is that there are often a
small number of keywords responsible for most of the tra c,
and a small number of keywords that have quite large VPC.
(Moreover, it is certainly not always the case that these are
the same words!)
We assume that we have a set of n keywords whose VPCs
we wish to estimate over d days using h available channels.
We shall use the term measurement to denote the total value
of a specific channel on a specific day. Therefore, after d days
we will have conducted m = dh measurements. If j = tk+h
we define rj to be the value of the measurement correspond-
ing to channel k on day t. Furthermore, let Hj be the set
of keywords assigned to channel k on day t. Recall that the
assignment of keywords to channels can vary daily. It fol-
lows that rj =
P
i 1Hj(i)citvit. Here 1Hj(i) is the indicator
function whose value is one if keyword i is in measurement j
and zero otherwise. Finally, let vˆit be our estimate of µi on
day t. Our objective is to come up with algorithms assigning
keywords to channels over time to minimize the error in the
estimates.
We emphasize that in practice we may have the added re-
striction that each keyword must appear in exactly one chan-
nel per day, so the keywords are partitioned over channels
each day. The reason behind this is that partners attribute
revenue-producing events to channels, and thus unassigned
keywords are incapable of producing revenue. We assume
that the advertiser wishes to maximize global total revenue
over all keywords. We enforce this restriction for our pro-
posed regression-based algorithms, but do not enforce this
restriction on other methods, as it allows stronger compar-
isons. (Note that we could always keep one spare channel
and assign any otherwise unassigned keywords on that day
to that channel; hence the loss in allowing this assumption
is small.) Similarly, in some settings it could be possible
to randomly split the tra c associated with a keyword over
multiple channels, or to channelize tra c on attributes other
than the keyword; we do not explore these possibilities in
this paper, except again for some simple strategies we use as
comparison points to our regression-based strategies. These
variations in the model seem potentially interesting for fu-
ture work.
We also require an objective function in order to evalu-
ate various possible algorithms. The advertiser will use the
VPC estimates he has obtained to calibrate his bids. With-
out loss of generality we will assume that he wishes to run
his campaign at a 0% profit margin so ideally his cost per
click for each keyword should be equal the keyword’s true
VPC. Moreover, we assume the advertiser wishes to maxi-
mize tra c at this break-even operating point. Consider an
advertiser bidding on two keywords, K1 and K2. On a given
day, assume that the advertiser has overestimated the true
VPC for K1 and underestimated the true VPC for K2. The
following day his bid on K1 will be too high and he will lose
money in expectation. Conversely, on K2, the advertiser is
underbidding, and therefore could and should bid up to the
true VPC of the keyword. Bidding up will allow the ad-
vertiser to acquire additional clicks at break-even or better.
So we view underbidding as incurring an opportunity cost,
overbidding as incurring a monetary cost, and both of these
situations as undesirable.
An error metric which captures the adverse bottom-line
e↵ects of both over- and under-estimated VPCs is the root
mean square error (RMSE) of the click-weighted values. The
RMSE metric is commonly used in similar weighing prob-
lems [3, 8, 13], but our ideas could also be applied to other
error metrics as well. We emphasize that here we require a
weighted RMSE, to take into account the e↵ect of the num-
ber of clicks on the value proposition to the advertiser. For
our purposes, we choose the following form for the weighted
version of the RMSE, which generalizes the standard un-
weighted variation:
Definition 1 (RMSE). The root mean square error
(RMSE) of a set of n weighted estimates v1, . . . vn with re-
spect to the ground truth µ1, . . . , µn and with weights w1, . . . , wn
is defined to be
p
1/n
P
i w
2
i (µi   vi)2
Using our notation, the relevant RMSE relates the esti-
mated values of keywords at day t to the actual underlying
values, weighted by the true click frequency of the keyword:
et =
s
1/n
X
i
⌫2i (µi   vˆit)2. (1)
This quantity is in units of dollars, and in our context, o↵ers
a suitable proxy for optimizing bid values. Therefore, in the
remainder of the paper, we focus on strategies to achieve the
lowest click-weighted RMSE.
2.2 Related Work: Design of Experiments
Before continuing, it is worthwhile to put our problem in
a larger context. Our problem is similar to others found in
the statistical subarea of the design of experiments, and in
particular the class of weighing problems, which have a long
and rich history. (For extensive background, see for exam-
ple [3, 13]). Our problem is most closely related to what is
known as the spring balance problem, where foundational
work was done by Yates [15], Hotelling [9], and Mood [11].
In the standard version of this problem, a number of items
are to be weighed using a scale, where each weighing will
have some associated error according to a fixed distribution
over all weighings, and one wants to estimate the weight of
each item. The key insight is that that by grouping measure-
ments together and solving the corresponding set of equa-
tions to estimate each variable, one can reduce the variance
in the estimates over the simple technique of weighing each
item separately. Readers of a more combinatorial bent will
naturally associate these problems with the theory of block
designs, and in particular balanced incomplete block designs
(introduced by Yates [15]; see Chapter 1 of [13]). It is inter-
esting to note that another class of problems, called chem-
ical balance problems, which allow two sets of items to be
weighed and their di↵erence found, are closely connected to
Hadamard matrices [3, 13, 11].
Despite this rich history of work connected to our problem,
our formulation (and our approach) appears significantly dif-
ferent than previous formulations. Specifically, our problem
has the following characteristics:
• Our measurements necessarily conflate two di↵erent
random variables: the clicks over a time period and
the VPC over that time period.
• In our setting, there is significant skew among the ran-
dom variables, both among clicks and VPCs.
• The errors in our measurements are associated with
the performance of each keyword, not with the overall
measurement itself.
• We seek to minimize the error in total value, so the
VPC of individual keywords in necessarily weighted
by clicks.
• The scale of our problems appears larger than previous
conventional problems.
• Most importantly, we have the power to adaptively
change the choice of measurements on a regular ba-
sis; we do not have to set up a single design at the
beginning of the process.
Because of these novel features, we view our work both
as opening interesting mathematical directions for work in
the design of experiments, while also connecting some ideas
from this rich field to computational advertising.
2.3 Simple Examples and Intuition
Before considering our specific problem setting, it is worth
gaining some intuition by looking at some specific examples,
starting with the historical literature. We suggest the follow-
ing variation, described for example in [3]: suppose we have
a spring scale, with seven objects a, b, c, d, e, f, g to weigh.
The scale is such that the variance in the estimate is  2
(regardless of the mean). One could weigh each object in-
dividually; using seven measurements, this gives a variance
of  2 in the estimate for each item. Alternatively, one could
use seven weighings, of the following form: w1 = a+c+e+g,
w2 = b+ c+ f + g, w3 = d+ e+ f + g, w4 = a+ b+ e+ f ,
w5 = b+c+d+e, w6 = a+c+d+f , and w7 = a+b+d+g.
This is actually an optimal system of weighings [11], and
corresponds to a symmetric balanced incomplete block de-
sign, where each pair of elements are together in exactly two
weighings. The natural estimate aˆ for the weight of item a
is then
aˆ = (w1   w2   w3 + w4   w5 + w6   w7)/4;
that is, we add the weighings that include item a and sub-
tract the others. The estimates are similar for the other
items. If the measurements are independent with the same
variance, then the estimate for each item has variances 7 
2
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instead of  2 (because the variance of the sum is the sum
of the variances, divided by the scale factor 42). By com-
bining items in a single measurement, the variance in the
estimators is substantially reduced.
Notice that if the variance in the measurement depended
on the number of items in the measurement, as is the case
in our problem, there would be no gain in this approach.
(Indeed, in this example, the estimates would be worse.)
However, we still expect that proper combining of measure-
ments should lead to improved estimates in our setting. The
reason here is the skew in the values and the clicks. Relative
errors matter much more for keywords with high VPC, and
absolute errors matter much more for keywords with high
click volumes. Because of this, the payo↵ for having larger
number of measurements involving such keywords, even at
the expense of additional noise from mixing them with key-
words that contribute less significantly to the error, is likely
to pay o↵ over performing independent measurements for
each keyword. Moreover, this intuition suggests that if we
can adaptively mix keywords which are negatively impacting
our error the most with keywords that are accurately esti-
mated by our measurements, we should be able to improve
overall estimates much faster.
The question that remains is under what settings we re-
alize the benefits of combining measurements of keywords
within a channel and using regression methods. The rest of
the paper will focus on answering this question, including
developing novel adaptive weighing methods that take into
account previous measurements in deciding what keyword
split to use on any given day.
2.4 Additional Modeling Decisions
In testing our approach, we had to make some key de-
cisions regarding the model. We believe the problem of
developing standard, appropriate models for keyword per-
formance under general settings is interesting and worthy of
further attention, beyond the scope of this work. We explain
some of our choices here.
We chose for our test to use the normal distribution for
the VPCs per day. To justify this choice, consider a specific
keyword i that gets a large number of clicks over a day. The
value corresponding to those clicks will depend on the actual
number of conversion events that produce revenue.3 If the
conversion rate for that keyword is treated as a fixed prob-
ability p, then the number of conversions per day will be a
binomial random variable B(cit, p). When citp is su ciently
large, the number of conversions is approximately normal;
if the value per conversion is fixed, then the value per click
will be approximately normal as well. More generally, even
if the value per conversion varies (say, according to a fixed
probability distribution over values), the value per click will
3In practice, it is often possible for the advertiser to seg-
ment the inbound users into two categories: those users who
definitely did not monetize via a third-party, having never
clicked on an outbound link; and those who did click out and
may have monetized. In such a setting, all inbound clicks
known not to have monetized can be assigned a value of
zero, and thus weighings can focus on valuing the remaining
clicks. For simplicity, we ignore this consideration; it would
not change our resulting analyses, assuming that daily VPCs
could be still be modeled as normal random variables as we
do in our experiments.
be approximately normal as well.
We acknowledge that in many regimes the value may be
better represented by other distributions; for example, when
p is small (on the order of 1/cit), then the number of con-
versions may be better modeled by a Poissson distribution.
Additional experiments we have performed suggest that at
a high level our results do not depend on the assumption of
the normal distribution, but our suggested algorithms would
have to be further tested for specific cases.
A further design decision to consider regards the distri-
bution of clicks by day. While in our experiments, we draw
from a real-valued distribution, technically, the number of
clicks per keyword should be non-negative integers. At first
blush, using a real-valued distribution may seem to make
little di↵erence, but in fact, keywords that receive a frac-
tional click, as opposed to no clicks, are highly significant.
For example, if we employ a strategy that gives a keyword
its own dedicated channel, and there are 0 clicks for that
keyword on a day, we have learned nothing about the value
for that keyword. If we instead simulate a fraction of a
click as simply a weight within the formulas, we do obtain
information. Therefore, we have adopted the following ran-
domized rounding approach to ensure that x, the number of
clicks for a given keyword, is integral: for negative x (rare),
round x up to zero. For positive x, round x up to dxe with
probability x  bxc, and down to bxc otherwise.
3. A VPC ESTIMATION ALGORITHM
So far we have established the desirable properties of any
VPC learning algorithm but we have yet to describe how
this estimation process works. Before we do so, we review
the information at hand. At the conclusion of each day t
the advertiser has the following information:
• The number of paid clicks cit on each keyword i that
the advertiser actually received on day t.
• For every channel k, a third-party report of its daily
total revenue rj (recall that j = th+ k.)
• A record of Hj , the keywords assigned daily to each
channel.
Depending on whether we assign just one or multiple key-
words per measurement we can use one of the following two
methods to compute keyword VPCs.
3.1 OneKeyword perMeasurement: Weighted
Averages
If we were to assign a single keyword per measurement
we could arrive at a VPC estimate for that keyword by sim-
ply dividing the total value earned by a keyword with the
total number of clicks it has received so far. Since each key-
word appears in each measurement by itself we know for a
fact that any value associated with the corresponding chan-
nel can be attributed to that specific keyword. Using our
notation the VPC for keyword i on day t0 would then be:
vˆit =
P
j 1Hj(i)rjPt0
t=1 cit
Observe that this is a more e cient estimator than taking
the average of daily computed VPCs even though both will
eventually converge to the same answer.
Weighted Averages Linear Regression
Oblivious Round-Robin
Regular-p
Regular-p-FGLS
Adaptive Adaptive-1
Adaptive-OLS
Adaptive-FGLS
Table 1: A taxonomy of the strategies we employ to
solve the channelization problem.
3.2 Multiple Keywords per Measurement:
Linear Regression
By assigning multiple keywords per channel and varying
the assignments over time, the advertiser will eventually end
up with an overdetermined system of equations that can be
solved using a linear least squares method. The model that
the linear regression has to estimate is the following:
r = Cv + ✏
The dependent variables of the model constitute the vector
r, an (m ⇥ 1) vector of measurements. The independent
variables are contained in C, an (m ⇥ n) matrix of clicks.
The vector v is an (n ⇥ 1) vector of VPC estimators and ✏
is a vector of errors. Once enough measurements have been
collected so that the system of equations is overdetermined,
i.e., the rank of C is greater than n, we can apply a least-
squares fit to obtain the unique solution which minimizes the
sum of squared residuals
P
j(rj f(ct, vˆ))2 where f(ct, vˆ) =P
i vˆitcit.
The question which naturally arises in this context is: to
what extent can we exploit our freedom to assign keywords
to channels to minimize RMSE? The following subsections
develop the strategies we employ in detail.
3.3 Strategies
There are two main classes of strategies for the assignment
problem that we consider. Oblivious strategies are those in
which we compute a fixed, static assignment schedule a pri-
ori and execute it daily, gathering measurements along the
way. On the other hand, adaptive strategies dynamically
compute an assignment schedule for time period t based on
the previous schedule and on the results of measurements up
through time t 1. Furthermore, depending on whether they
assign single or multiple keywords per channel the strate-
gies are broken down in those that use weighted averages
to obtain VPC estimates and those that employ regression.
Table 1 provides a taxonomy. The specifics of the strategies
we consider are detailed below.
3.3.1 Basic oblivious strategies
Round-Robin: we simply run through the keywords in
round-robin order assigning one keyword per channel per
day.
Regular-p: an oblivious strategy that attempts to take p
measurements per keyword per day. For example if p = 2
then each keyword appears in exactly two channels per day.
The channels to which the keyword is assigned are selected
uniformly at random (without replacement) from the set of
available channels. Note that when p > 1 we violate the re-
striction that each keyword appears in only one channel per
day; we therefore employ such schemes only as comparison
points. We also point out that instead of using random-
ization, we could have instead used deterministic designs
from the theory of weighing designs [13]. However, such de-
signs are somewhat complicated, and patterns for optimal
deterministic designs are not known for all general parame-
ters. Employing randomization appears to give up very little
while simplifying the program for the strategy greatly.
3.3.2 Basic adaptive strategies
Our adaptive strategies are built on the observation that
certain keywords are much more important to measure (and
isolate) than others. For example, when a small number of
keywords dominate the click distribution, devoting individ-
ual channels to those keywords to accurately measure their
values. To motivate the first such strategy, we begin with a
definition.
Definition 2 (Perceived Error). The perceived er-
ror of a keyword is the width of the a’th confidence interval
around the mean of its VPC measurements, as computed by
t(a,N   1) ⇤ s/pN , where t(a,N   1) is the critical value
of the T distribution for N   1 degrees of freedom, a is the
confidence (e.g., a = 0.95 for the 95% confidence interval),
s is the sample VPC standard deviation and N   2 is the
number of measurements for the keyword.
This leads us to define an adaptive algorithm similar to
the round-robin algorithm, except with priorities based on
the perceived error.
Adaptive-1: an adaptive strategy that first orders all key-
words by Err(i) * clicks(i), where Err(i) is the computed
perceived error for keyword i at confidence 0.95, and clicks(i)
is the average daily number of clicks for the keyword. The
h channels then take isolated measurements of the h top-
ranked keywords.
Our remaining and most advanced adaptive strategies draw
from weighing designs, whereby we pack all keywords into
channels, but do so adaptively and do so in order to maxi-
mize the amount of new click-weighted information that we
can infer about keyword values from a given set of measure-
ments. The two remaining approaches both start by pack-
ing keywords into channels while keeping the expected total
value of each of the h measurements as even as possible.
That is, we sort the keywords according to the product vˆit *
clicks(i), where vˆit is the current estimate of the VPC, and
clicks(i) is the average daily number of clicks for the key-
word. We greedily pack the keywords in decreasing order
into h bins, representing the channels for use the next day.
We note that decreasing order is generally known to give
better performance for greedy packing algorithms [6]. Ex-
periments with various greedy packing strategies (least full,
first fit, and best fit) did not yield significant di↵erences, so
we chose the simplest and best-performing: least full. Least
full also has the intuitively beneficial property that the h
keywords with the largest product are necessarily placed in
separate bins.
Adaptive-OLS: The Adaptive-OLS strategy starts o↵mim-
icking the Regular-1 strategy, by placing each keyword in a
single channel each day. This continues until we end up with
an overdetermined system of equations which we solve using
Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) (see, e.g., [8]). The key point
of the adaptive strategy is that we then use those VPC es-
timates to inform our assignments of keywords to channels
the following day as stated above.
3.3.3 Handling heteroskedasticity
Our final two methods di↵er from the previous in the way
they employ least-squares estimation to compute residual
values. Ordinary least squares estimation relies on an as-
sumption of homoskedasticity, which means that the error
in each of the measurements should have the same variance.
In our case this assumption is clearly violated, since the
variance in the measurement’s error depends not only on
the number of keywords packed into that measurement but
also the variances of keywords’ VPCs and clicks. Both of
these latter terms can vary significantly.
Feasible Generalized Least Squares (FGLS) (again, see
e.g. [8]) is a standard statistical cure for heteroskedastic-
ity which we employ. Intuitively what we wish to achieve is
to discount the measurements (equations) that might con-
tain a lot of error so that the regression does no try to overfit
them. To achieve that we use a two-step approach. First, we
run OLS as above and compute the residuals associated with
each equation. We then reweigh the equations dividing them
by the square root of their corresponding residuals and run
OLS a second time. E↵ectively, we are using the residual as-
sociated with each measurement (equation) as an estimate
of the variance of its error. More sophisticated statistical
techniques for estimating the variances of measurement er-
rors do exist [8], but we have not investigated them within
the current scope of our work.
Adaptive-FGLS: The Adaptive-FGLS strategy works sim-
ilarly to Adaptive-OLS except for the use of FGLS to cor-
rect for heteroskedasticity.
We emphasize that asymptotically both OLS and FGLS
will provide the same correct answers, but FGLS converges
to the final answer more quickly, as we confirm empirically.
We point that once we have introduced the possibility of
handling heteroskedasticity, it makes sense to consider using
FGLS in the context of oblivious strategies as well. Hence
we also suggest the following variation of Regular-p:
Regular-p-FGLS: This strategy works similarly toRegular-
p except for the use of FGLS to correct for heteroskedastic-
ity.
Again, we note that Regular-p itself does provide unbi-
ased estimates of the keyword VPCs, but will not converge
as quickly to the actual VPCs when the homoskedasticity
assumption is violated.
4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Broadly speaking, there are two orthogonal axes along
which our VPC estimation algorithms can be classified: adap-
tive versus oblivious; and algorithms which primarily employ
measurements of single keywords as opposed to those which
primarily employ composite measurements, i.e. placing mul-
tiple keywords in each channel. In our experimental section
we explore this strategy space to elucidate the relative mer-
its of each technique.
As a baseline, we selected the following choice of parame-
ters as our default setting, with our primary considerations
being the realism of the settings and the feasibility of con-
ducting simulations. We recognize that the experiments de-
picted here provide a glimpse into only a portion of a vast
set of possible settings; based on a much larger set of ex-
periments we conducted, we believe our findings to be rep-
resentative of a broader range of settings.
• 500 keywords and 10 channels.
• VPC and click means were sampled from a Zipf(1.8)
distribution.
• The variance of the VPC normal variables was set to
two times their mean while the variance of the click
normal variables was set to a quarter of their respective
means.
• The plots display the average performance over ten
runs of each experiment.
(a) High variance in VPC ( 2 = 2µ)
(b) Low variance in VPC ( 2 = 0.25µ)
Figure 1: RMSE convergence of single keyword per
channel strategies.
4.1 Adaptive vs Oblivious: The one keyword
per channel case
We begin our discussion by quantifying and explaining
the e↵ects of adaptivity on simple weighted average-based
algorithms by comparing Adaptive-1 with Round-Robin.
Both algorithms assign a single keyword to each channel
every day, but the former attempts to concentrate measure-
ments on keywords with uncertain current estimates and
large potential click-weighted value and improve these esti-
mates as early on as possible. In order to do so it begins
by taking at least two measurements per keyword so that
it can compute a perceived error for each. A comparison
between these two basic approaches is depicted in Figure 1.
As with all our subsequent plots, time elapses on the x-axis,
and the daily RMSE (as defined in Equation 1) is plotted
on log-scale on the y-axis. The tradeo↵s associated with
adaptivity are clearly depicted in this plot. After day 100,
Adaptive-1 has enough information to calculate perceived
errors and can focus its measurement e↵orts on keywords
with large uncertainties in the current VPC estimates. In
contrast, Round-Robin continues in a round-robin fashion,
which fails to reduce the RMSE significantly.
Even though Adaptive-1 outperforms its non-adaptive
counterpart, it has some of the same limitations. First, the
time overhead of gathering measurements to compute per-
ceived errors is significant. In fact, to take the initial two
measurements per keyword it needs to compute perceived
errors Adaptive-1 follows the same schedule as Round-
Robin for the first 100 days, explaining their identical per-
formance during that period. Ideally one would hope to
exploit adaptivity earlier in the process — especially as the
keyword-to-channel ratio increases.
Second, neither strategy exhibits a desirable monotonic
decrease in RMSE over time in the presence of high vari-
ance in daily VPC measurements, as can be seen by the
wide oscillations in RMSE in Figure 1(a). When the vari-
ance in VPC is much lower, as shown in Figure 1(b), con-
vergence becomes smoother. Of course, lower variance can
also be realized in the former scenario by conducting more
measurements, and thus in both cases given enough time
and enough measurements both strategies will converge to
the same, correct answers.
Thirdly, we reiterate a previously mentioned shortcom-
ing common to any strategy that places only a single key-
word on some channels: should such a keyword receive no
clicks on that day, then that measurement yields no informa-
tion. Even though Round-Robin is much more susceptible
to this problem, Adaptive-1 may also attempt to measure
keywords that receive no clicks but have high VPCs. In
practice, large-scale advertising campaigns that attempt to
mine rare keywords within the long tail of possible search
terms may include many terms that will likely not obtain a
click on any given day. In our particular setting we varied
⌧2, the variance of the normal distribution from which click
frequencies are sampled. For the smaller setting, where ⌧2
was 1/4 the mean, on average about 6% of our measure-
ments yielded zero clicks, while when ⌧2 is set to half the
mean, that quantity rose to about 12%.
Lastly, we mention a shortcoming particular to our cur-
rent implementation of Adaptive-1. Recall that at least
two measurements per keyword are required to compute a
perceived error. To get these, Adaptive-1 devotes the first
2n/h days measuring keywords individually in a round-robin
fashion. But what happens should either or both of these
measurement receive zero clicks? In the former case the
VPC estimate of the keyword will equal that of the success-
ful measurement, and in the latter case the VPC estimate
will be zero (which is our prior for all VPCs). Moreover, in
our implementation these keywords will then not participate
in the adaptive phase of our algorithm, as they have no per-
ceived error. Fortunately, we confirmed experimentally that
this e↵ect is minimal, as estimation errors on these tail key-
words rarely contributely significantly to the RMSE. Similar
experiments with di↵erent rounding so that each keyword
receives at least one click do not significantly change the
results.
4.2 Adaptive vs Oblivious: The composite mea-
surement case
We similarly consider the benefits of adaptivity when us-
ing schemes that conduct composite measurements that com-
bine several keywords in a channel each day, coupled with
daily regression-based valuation. Our regression-based meth-
ods are compared in Figure 2. In particular we compare
two oblivious methods, Regular-1 and Regular-5, with
Adaptive-OLS. The most immediate improvement com-
mon to all regression-based techniques is that the RMSE
is nearly monotonically decreasing with respect to elapsed
time.
Figure 2: Regular-p vs Adaptive-OLS: using regres-
sion to combine adaptivity with multiple keywords
per channel.
As for the relative performance of the adaptive methods
against the oblivious ones the answer is similar to that of the
single keyword case: adaptivity results in significant gains
almost approaching an order of magnitude in RMSE im-
provement. A final observation is that placing a keyword
in more channels per day as is the case with Regular-5
does not yield any improvement as compared with placing
each keyword in a single channel. Indeed, the two curves
are essentially indistinguishable on the logscale plot. The
point is that it is not simply more measurements including
a keyword that makes a di↵erence; placing each keyword in
five channels per day increases the number of variables per
equation by a factor of five as well, increasing the noise and
o↵ering no gain.
4.2.1 Accounting for heteroskedasticity
As we have mentioned earlier, Ordinary Least Squares
does not provide the fastest converging VPC estimates, be-
cause of the problem of heteroskedasticity (unequal vari-
ances of the errors in our measurements). The substantial
gains provided by using Feasible Generalized Least Squares
with the method labeled Adaptive-FGLS can be seen in
Figure 3(a). It is also worth highlighting that in a setting
where the measurement error is larger, the benefits of us-
ing FGLS can become even more pronounced. Figure 3(b)
considers a setting where the sample variances for both the
VPC distribution and click frequency distribution are double
that depicted in Figure 3(a). Yet, while the gains in RMSE
are apparent, the noisier environment also makes the perfor-
mance of Adaptive-FGLS less predictable, as seen in the
period between day 120 and day 140 in Figure 3(b), where
we see a sudden increase in RMSE. This is to be expected:
Feasible Generalized Least Squares depends on knowing the
(a) Lower measurement error:  2 = 2µ, ⌧2 = 14⌫
(b) Higher measurement error:  2 = 4µ, ⌧2 = 12⌫
Figure 3: Accounting for heteroskedasticity in the
presence of various degrees of measurement error.
true variance of error each measurement. Since this informa-
tion is not available to us we use the measurement residual
as a proxy, and occasionally, this heuristic yields erroneous
results.
4.3 Regression vs Weighted Averages
While we have seen the power of adaptivity, the question
remains whether assigning multiple keywords to each chan-
nel and using regression to compute VPC estimates pro-
vides any real benefit over using just a single keyword on
each channel. We present some results comparing these two
strategies in Figure 4.
We first observe that, in the case of oblivious strategies,
regression as employed by Regular-1 does not outperform
the naive Round-Robin technique. With 500 keywords,
Round-Robin performs better in the early stages of opti-
mization and Regular-1 catches up only towards the end as
demonstrated in Figure 4. However, when we correct for het-
eroskedasticity, usingRegular-1-FGLS, we can improve on
the performance of Regular-1 by a margin large enough to
beat Round-Robin. We note the relative performance of
Round-Robin deteriorates further with higher keyword-to-
channel ratios, which decreases the frequency with which
each keyword is measured, and when the variation in clicks
per day is su cient that the likelihood of a keyword obtain-
ing zero clicks is larger. However, overall in the oblivious
setting our experiments do not provide a compelling rea-
Figure 4: A comparison of multiple-keyword-per-
channel regression methods with single-keyword-
per-channel ones.
son to prefer composite measurements over single-keyword
measurements.
We now consider the more interesting setting of adap-
tive strategies, and consider the value of composite measure-
ments. Figure 5 sheds some light on the question. Figures
5(a) and 5(b) demonstrate that under certain assumptions
a simple adaptive technique such as Adaptive-1 can out-
perform more sophisticated methods. The assumptions in
this case are that the ratio of keywords to channels is not
very high and far more crucially that the variance in the
keyword VPCs is very low. Again, when the ratio of key-
words to channels is low, each individual keyword is mea-
sured more frequently, improving the relative performance of
Adaptive-1. Similarly, when the variance in keyword VPCs
is smaller, each single-keyword measurement has less noise
which facilitates faster convergence to the true VPCs. While
this e↵ect holds for all schemes, it appears more pronounced
in the case of single-keyword measurements. One final point
with regard to the low-variance setting is that Adaptive-
FLGS doesn’t improve much on Adaptive-OLS. Again this
supported by the theory: lower variance implies lower het-
eroskedasticity and hence less of a benefit from employing
FGLS.
On the other hand, Figures 5(c) and 5(d) showcase the
conditions under whichAdaptive-OLS andAdaptive-FGLS
outperform the naive techniques. We believe that high vari-
ance in VPCs and a large keyword to channel ratio are more
indicative of real world advertising campaigns hence making
those methods an attractive choice.
5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTUREWORK
Our work opens the study of a key technical challenge fac-
ing online advertisers: that of valuing individual keywords
when monetization data provided by third parties is highly
aggregated. The channelization problem we formulated ne-
cessitates several careful modeling choices, especially the
distribution of VPCs and clicks across keywords and over
time. With the high variability present in the realistic dis-
tributions we modeled, quickly identifying the most rele-
vant keywords is central to minimizing our objective func-
tion, RMSE. For this reason, classical oblivious weighing
designs underperform. More subtly, adaptive designs which
(a) 250 keywords, 10 channels,  2 = 110µ, ⌧
2 = 110⌫ (b) 500 keywords, 10 channels,  
2 = 110µ, ⌧
2 = 110⌫
(c) 500 keywords, 10 channels,  2 = 2µ, ⌧2 = 14⌫ (d) 1000 keywords, 10 channels,  
2 = 2µ, ⌧2 = 14⌫
Figure 5: A comparison of all adaptive strategies in various settings which showcase their relative merits.
focus on weighing individual keywords are also not ideal,
as highly concentrated measurements fail to glean insights
about the large unmeasured sets of keywords. The chal-
lenges become more acute either as the ratio of keywords to
channels increases, or as the variance in daily VPC mea-
surements increase. The best designs we have identified
exploit both adaptivity and composite keyword weighings
followed by regression-based valuation. Also of interest is
the importance of employing appropriate statistical meth-
ods in generalized least-squares estimation to address the
significant heteroskedasticity that arises in our experimen-
tal datasets. We believe the question of finding adaptive
design algorithms, especially in complex settings similar to
ours where both clicks and VPC vary on each measurement,
is a subject worthy of further attention and may find further
applications.
Our future work focuses on improving the automation of
our designs to learn the (initially unknown) click and VPC
distributions and adjust the density of composite weighings
accordingly. We are also interested in methods to speed up
the learning phase associated with adaptive designs to re-
duce start-up overhead, and in studying settings of much
larger scale when the keyword-to-channel ratio is poten-
tially orders of magnitude greater. Finally, for simplicity we
have chosen to model clicks and VPCs as random variables
with distributions that are not time-dependent. Consider-
ing stochastically varying click or VPC distributions in the
context of weighing designs appears to be an open statistical
challenge.
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